Assembly modelling as one of the most important steps in
Introduction
Assembly modelling as one of the most important steps in the product development process relies more and more on the extensive use of CAD systems. Digital mock-ups enable virtual assembly and testing without building physical artefacts while reducing time and costs in product development and increasing product quality. The modelling of geometric interfaces between the components of the assembly is of central importance in mechanical simulations of assemblies.
Over the past decades, many researches have devoted their efforts to establish theories and systems covering assembly modelling. Although the product form or shape have been extensively investigated considering the nominal CAD geometry, inevitable limitations can be reported. Computer Aided Tolerancing (CAT) systems provide simulation tools for modelling the effects of tolerances on the assembly function. Integration of manufacturing simulations and physical modelling into tolerance analysis lead to more accurate methods but still lack of form deviation considerations. The skin model concept which stemmed from the theoretical foundations of Geometrical Product Specification (GPS) has been developed to enrich the nominal geometry considering realistic physical shapes. The skin model considers geometric deviations that are expected, predicted or already observed in real manufacturing and assembly processes. However, the digital representation of the skin model has been investigated only recently. This paper presents a novel approach for a skin model based simulation of contact and mobility for assemblies. Three important issues are addressed: the geometric modelling of the contact, the contact quality evaluation, and the motion analysis. It is structured as follows. In the following section, GeoSpelling as a coherent and complete language for Geometric Product Specification and Verification, the Skin Model, and the concept of Skin Model Shapes are briefly introduced. Thereafter, existing approaches for the assembly simulation of non-ideal workpiece representatives are reviewed. Following this, a framework for the assembly and mobility simulation of Skin Model Shapes is proposed. This framework is then applied to a case study of a slider mechanism. Finally, a conclusion is given.
GeoSpelling, the Skin Model, and the Concept of Skin Model Shapes
The industrial need for a coherent and complete language for geometric product specification and verification has led to the development of GeoSpelling and its adoption in the standards for GPS (ISO 17450-1:2011) [1] [2] [3] [4] . In GeoSpelling, a geometric specification is defined as a condition on a characteristic defined on geometric features, which are created from the Skin Model employing different operations. In this regard, the Skin Model is a model of the physical interface between the workpiece and its environment and, in contrast to the Nominal Model, comprises deviations brought in by manufacturing and assembly processes. Since an infinite description is required in order to consider all kinds of geometric deviations, there is no possibility for identification and simulation of the Skin Model. Therefore, the concept of Skin Model Shapes has been developed, which provides a finite descriptiveness of the Skin Model employing either discrete or parametric geometry representation schemes [5] [6] [7] . In this contribution, a focus is set on the discrete geometry representation by point clouds, since it is easy to handle and can serve as a connection between design, manufacturing, and inspection. This is because point clouds can be generated by tessellation employing CAD systems during design, result from manufacturing process simulation software tools, and are commonly obtained from tactile or optical measurement systems during inspection. The difference between the Nominal Model, the Skin Model, and the concept of Skin Model Shapes can be seen from Figure  1 .
Assembly Simulation in Computer Aided Tolerancing
Assembly modelling and simulation has been the topic of many relevant research works in the field of computer aided tolerancing during the last decades. Whereas simple models for the 2D assembly stack-up have been the focus of early research works [8] , the representation and simulation of 3D assembly problems considering geometric part deviations in computer aided tolerancing tools remains an un-
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Skin Model Shapes Fig. 1 . The Difference between the Nominal Model, the Skin Model, and the Concept of Skin Model Shapes solved problem [9] . Though, many research works have been presented, which differ in their model assumptions and with regard to their applicability. For example, LI and ROY [10] propose a relative positioning scheme, which is used to determine the positions of variant polyhedral parts in 3D assemblies. Furthermore, a numerical procedure for the assembly simulation among variational features has been proposed in [11, 12] . Both approaches can be used to model and simulate assemblies with variant parts, but lack of form deviation considerations.
In contrast to that, SAMPER et al. [13] take into account form deviations of planar features in the computation of assemblies. The approach is based on the modal description of form defects and part of a modal tolerancing approach, which also comprises the modal parametrization of form defects [14] . Thus, the simulation results depend on the approximation of form deviations by eigenmodes. This limitation is overcome in the approaches by STOLL and WITTMANN [15, 16] , which are based on surface registration techniques. They adopt the iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [17] and integrate collision detection approaches [18] for the contact evaluation. However, these approaches can only handle discrete geometry representation schemes, which offer a closed surface representation, such as surface meshes, but are not capable of simulating the assembly behaviour of variant parts based on their point cloud representation. Since point clouds are commonly obtained by assembly and measurement applications, their consideration in CAT tools is highly desirable to enable the connection between design, manufacturing, and inspection, which is the motivation for the presented assembly and mobility simulation approach.
Assembly and Mobility Simulation of Skin Model Shapes
The proposed framework for the assembly and mobility simulation of Skin Model Shapes can be divided into four stages, namely a Pre-Processing stage, an Assembly Modelling step, the Mobility Modelling, and Post-Processing activities (see Figure 2) , where the assembly and mobility modelling can be regarded as the processing of Skin Model Shapes.
During the Pre-Processing, Skin Model Shapes are generated employing either mathematical approaches for the modelling of geometric deviations in early design stages (prediction stage), or by applying methods based on the statistical shape analysis in later stages (observation stage) [5-7, 19, 20] . These Skin Model Shapes are then prepared for the Assembly Modelling. In this regard, GeoSpelling operations, such as partition, extraction, and association are applied to obtain the part features, which are relevant for the assembly. Parallel to this, the assembly process and the assembly sequence have to be defined. Both the assembly process definition and the Skin Model Shapes preparation lead to the assembly simulation model, which is then solved employing an approach for the relative positioning. As a result, the relative assembly positions are obtained. The Mobility Modelling is realized as a repetition of single assembly steps, where a time discretization is performed, i. e. the initial part position for every time step t i + ∆t is adapted based on the previous time step t i . Finally, the Post-Processing activities comprise the contact quality evaluation based on the assembly positions, which serves as a criterion for the result interpretation, and the comparison for conformance with assembly requirements. Based thereon, critical workpiece deviations can be identified and geometric part specifications can be derived. The Assembly Modelling and the Mobility Modelling are highlighted in the subsequent subsections.
Model for the Assembly Simulation
The main idea behind the relative positioning of two Skin Model Shapes as proposed in this contribution is based on the registration of their point clouds, where the point cloud of the first part X (N points) stays unaffected and the point cloud of the second part Y (M points) is moved relatively to the first part. The adjusted position of Y is obtained by minimizing an objective function f (·), which is a function of both point clouds and the rigid body transformation of the second part α(Y ):
In order to express the rigid body transformation α, we [21] , where:
Since this represents an affine transformation, which is not necessarily a rigid body transformation, the resulting velocity vector field is projected to the corresponding helical motion after the optimization (see [21] for further detail). With t, r ∈ R 3 , this leads to a minimization problem of dimension six:
For the purpose of considering assembly processes with invariant and constrained degrees of freedom, constraints for certain components of t and r are added. The framework for the relative positioning, which is based on [15] , can be seen from Figure 3 .
In the following, several objective functions for the assembly simulation are presented and discussed, which are illustrated for two planes (point cloud representation) in Figure 4.
• Convex Hull Volume: The idea behind this objective function is to minimize the volume between the features of both parts. For this purpose, the volume of their joint convex hull is computed and minimized. In this regard, the objective functions yields to:
where CV (·) returns the convex hull volume. ing point in the fixed part X is determined. For this purpose, the nearest neighbour for every point of the moving part y i based on the Euclidean distance is computed:
Based thereon, the sum of Euclidean distances between all points of Y and their correspondences in X is minimized, i. e. the objective function yields to:
where d E (m(y i ), x y i ) returns the Euclidean distance between the adjusted point m(y i ) and its nearest neighbour
• Weighted unsigned distance: Since assembly processes are usually performed along a certain predominant direction, this direction is used to determine the weighted unsigned distance between the point in Y and their correspondences:
where d W (m(y i ), x y i , w) returns the weighted distance between the adjusted point m(y i ) and
In order to define the weight-vector w = [w 1 w 2 w 3 ] T , two approaches are proposed.
-Assembly direction: The weights are defined following the assembly direction, which is the main direction for the assembly step in the global coordinate system. For example, if the feature assembly is performed in z-direction, the weights yield to w = [0 0 1] T . We denote the objective function using this weighted unsigned distance f W-Assembly (·).
-Fixed part normal: The weights correspond to the surface normal of the mating plane of the fixed part. The normal vector of the mating plane is evaluated applying the principal component analysis on the fixed mating plane, where the normal can be found as the third principal component. The objective function is denoted by f W-Normal (·).
• Weighted signed distance: In contrast to the weighted unsigned distance, the weighted signed distance can be seen as an indicator whether or not the parts collide. However, since a minimization of the signed distance would lead to a highly negative value of the objective function, its absolute value is used:
Similarly to the weighted unsigned distance, d W S (m(y i ), x y i , w) returns the weighted signed distance between the adjusted point m(y i ) and x y i :
. In order to define the weightvector w = [w 1 w 2 w 3 ] T , we use the approaches explained in the previous item.
Furthermore, the weighted signed distance function can be added as a constraint for the minimization of the weighted unsigned distance functions [22] . In this regard, the minimization problem (3) yields to:
In this context, the same weight vector w is used for the objective function and the constraints. Figure 5 shows the results of the relative positioning for two simple point clouds and different objective functions and (f)) leads to less intersecting part positions, whereas the minimization of the convex hull volume (Fig. 5 (a) ) results in a "tight" assembly. This issue is addressed in the following subsection.
Contact Quality Evaluation
Since the point cloud representation of Skin Model Shapes does not provide a closed workpiece surface, it is not possible to precisely determine and simulate the contact between parts in an assembly. Thus, for comparing different approaches and objective functions for the relative positioning, a contact quality evaluation has to be performed. For this purpose, the signed weighted assembly distance d W S (m(y i ), x y i , w) can be used, since it enables a straightforward interpretation: any negative value of the signed weighted assembly-direction distance is a sign of interpenetration, whereas large values indicate a floating position. In order to evaluate the contact quality of the resulting assembly, the distribution of the point-to-point weighted signed distance are analysed. Figure 6 shows the histograms of the assembly weighted signed distance d W S for the different objective functions. These distances are obtained by determining the assembly weighted signed distance as defined in equation (8) using the assembly direction as weighting vector w after the assembly simulation for the point clouds from Figures 5. It can be seen, that the convex hull volume minimization leads by trend to an interpenetration of the assembly parts (comparably large amount of negative distances), whereas the constrained weighted distance functions tend to a floating contact (comparably large amount of positive distances). Therefore, the adding of constraints, particularly by using the signed assembly-direction weighted distance, leads to more realistic results for rigid part assemblies. 
Simulation of Mobility
The mobility simulation is treated as a sequence of assembly simulations for different initial part positions. Thereby, the motion behaviour of moving mechanism can be simulated considering geometric part deviations. In order to perform this, the motion time is discretized to a finite number of time steps t i , where the distance between these time steps ∆t depends on the discretization level. For each of these time steps, the initial position of the moving part is set according to the nominal pre-assembly position for the corresponding time step, which can be seen from Figure 7 , where the initial part position is altered in x-direction according to the current time step t i . Based on the adapted part position, the assembly simulation is performed. Finally, the resulting part position is used to obtain the trajectory of the moving part in the postprocessing stage.
Application and Results
The approaches for the assembly and mobility simulation are applied to a case study of a slider mechanism as illustrated in Figure 8 . The gray block is translated along the x-direction guided by the blue clip. In this regard, the key characteristic is the deflection of the block's trajectory in x-, y-, and z-direction compared to the trajectory of the nominal parts.
Pre-Processing and Assembly Modelling
The simulation of assembly and mobility for the slider mechanism starts with the generation of Skin Model Shapes for both parts. For this purpose, a random field approach is selected, which is based on the deviation of each part's points along their vertex normals according to spatially correlated random variables [5, 6] . Thus, spatially correlated Gaussian random values are generated and all points x i ∈ X and y j ∈ Y of the tessellated nominal model are deviated in the direction of their local normals by these values. For this purpose, we chose an isotropic, zero-mean Gaussian random field (µ = 0.0) with a correlation length of l ρ = 25.0µm and a homogeneous standard deviation of σ = 1.0µm, which results in flatness deviations from 2.5 to 6.5µm. Figure 9 (a) illustrates resulting Skin Model Shapes for both the block and the clip, where the colors indicate the geometric deviations with respect to the nominal model. The Skin Model Shapes are then prepared for the assembly modelling by the application of GeoSpelling operations, i. e. the relevant workpiece features are extracted, which leads to two planes represented by point clouds, as can be seen from Figure 9 (b) . Furthermore, the assembly process is defined, as a straight plane-to-plane assembly in zdirection. For the resulting assembly simulation model, the relative positioning is performed employing different objective functions, as previously highlighted.
Mobility Modelling
For the simulation of the kinematic behaviour, the motion space of the block in x-direction is discretized in 11 steps. For each of these steps, the initial pre-assembly position is adapted and the relative positioning is performed. As a result, the assembly position for each of the motion steps are obtained. Based thereon, the trajectory of the block is determined. Figure 10 (a) shows the trajectories of 10 Skin Model Shapes for the translation employing the constrained assembly-direction weighted distance as the objective function ( f W-Assembly (·)). It can be seen, that the geometric deviations influence the motion of the block in two manners: firstly, the form deviations of both planes lead to a translation of the block in z-direction (t z ) compared to the nominal trajectory (red), and secondly, they lead to rotations of the block around the x-and y-axis (r x , r y ) because of tipping. By specifying geometric form tolerances, these effects can be reduced. Thus, the presented approach can support tolerancing decisions during the design of mechanism.
Discussion
The presented approach for the assembly and mobility simulation of Skin Model Shapes represented by point clouds enables the prediction of the effects of geometric deviations on the assembly positions and the kinematic behaviour. It focuses on a geometric consideration of rigid part assemblies and employs numerical optimization approaches for the contact estimation. Several objective functions for the optimization have been presented, where it can be found, that the constrained assembly-direction weighted distance leads to promising results. Furthermore, the required computation time is admissible compared to the other functions as can be seen from Table 1 . However, an unsolved issue of the approach is the neglect of physical phenomena, such as friction, gravity, and part compliance. Despite this, by adjusting the parameters of the objective functions, such as the weight vector w, this lack can be partly compensated.
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, a framework for the simulation of the assembly and kinematic behaviour of non-ideal workpieces represented by point clouds is proposed. This approach for the assembly and mobility simulation of Skin Model Shapes is capable of predicting the effects of geometric part deviations on the functional requirements in tolerance analysis. It can be found, that the results of the optimization-based simulation of assembly positions, which is depicted as relative positioning, highly depend on the employed objective function. The main benefit of this framework can be seen in enabling a coherent and complete tolerancing process based on GeoSpelling as an univocal language for the Geometric Product Specification and Verification. However, future research efforts will focus on the generalization of this framework to more complex assembly processes, the consideration of the assembly sequence in order to simulate multi-step assemblies, and on regarding physical phenomena, such as friction and gravity. Moreover, the validation of the proposed approaches with measurement results will be conducted.
